Your Soul is Seeking You

Dreamwork: Class 1

February 29, 2020     9am – 4pm    $100

The Journey Within Church
25 Carr Street Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442
973-616-9685

Your Future is searching for you,
The Universe calls for you,
Your Soul is seeking you,
   In your Dreams.
   Are you listening?

Each night our physical bodies lay quietly asleep as our soul bodies journey through the realms of Dreamworld experiencing our future, recreating our past, and having new adventures. Dreams are gateways to other dimensions and our souls love to soar and play in these dreamscapes helping us to gain insight into our daily lives, introducing us to spiritual teachers, and guiding us to our own healing.

*Become an Active Dreamer.*

While some dreams appear to be simple echoes of our ordinary lives, others are full of mystical imagery. Learn to decipher the unique symbolism in your dreams, understand the language of your soul, and integrate the lessons from Dreamworld within your ordinary reality.

*Answer the call of your Soul*

Embark on the adventure of the Active Dreamer and learn to journey through the hidden inter-dimensional worlds of the multi-universe.

During this workshop you will be introduced to Robert Moss’ practice of Active Dreaming. Through participation in creative exercises and activities, you will learn to travel consciously into the Dreamscape and actively work with your dreams to access the adventure, wisdom and healing available on the soul level. You will practice re-entering your dreams to gain clarification and insight and to move the dream forward so that it can have a meaningful impact in ordinary reality. This is an interactive and creative workshop open to Dreamers of all levels.
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